Uncrating and Assembly Instructions

Step 1: Uncrating
•Remove the top 4 boards
•Remove the 2 sides and 2 ends

Step 2: Wheel Installation
•Remove contents from Wheel Box.
•Assemble the wheels (7296K) to the
Motor Base as shown.
•Align one set of slots in the Castle Nut
(2203CN) to the hole on the spindle shaft.
Slide the Cotter Pin (NB633) through the
hole and bend one side of the cotter pin to
lock the castle nut into place.
•Align the Dust Cover (2203DC) with the
inside surface of the wheel. Using a piece
of wood, gently tap the cover into place.

Step 3: Ball Coupler
Assembly
•Assemble coupler to tongue as shown
(install only one bolt as shown).
•Loosely install all hardware then tighten to
20 ft-lbs torque.

Step 4: Hitch Stand Assembly

Step 5: Tongue Assembly Installation

•Install hitch to tongue stand as shown.

•Attach assembled tongue to motor base as shown.
•Loosely install all hardware then tighten to 20 ft-lbs torque.

•Loosely install all hardware then tighten to 20 ft-lbs torque.
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Step 6: Beam Installation

Step 7: Placing Beam in Horizontal Position

•Set Beam in Vertical position as shown.
•Warning: Before standing beam in
vertical position, place wedge closest
to butt plate to avoid pinching.
•Push assembled motor base to align
pivot tube to tabs located on the bottom
of the beam.
•Install hardware as shown.
•Note: Tighten nut so that the threads
engage in the nylon part of the nut. Bolt
& nut should be left loose enough to
allow beam to pivot freely.

•Carefully rotate beam down onto the tongue as shown.
•Secure the beam in place using the pin provided.
•Pin will run under tongue to hold the beam in place.

Step 8: Cylinder Installation
•Place assembled cylinder onto the beam as shown. Be sure that
the valve is placed on the same side as the hydraulic reservoir.
•Slide pin through the cylinder and the matching hole on beam.
Secure the cylinder to the beam by placing the clip onto the pin as
shown.
•Slide the wedge back to the beam and align the hole in the rod with
the hole in the wedge as shown.
•Install hardware - Tighten nut so that the threads engage in the
nylon part of the nut.

RETURN HOSE (18421)
PRESSURE HOSE (7289)
SUCTION HOSE (18422)
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Step 9: Hose Configuration

Connect any remaining hydraulic hoses using the above diagram for
reference. The fluid return hose connected to the hydraulic reservoir
should be connected to the control valve by sliding the hose end over the
supplied fitting. Position the supplied hose clamp over the end of the
hose and the fitting and tighten securely.
The pressure hose may be routed towards the front of the log splitter,
over the tongue assembly under the beam, and to the control valve.
Thread the end of the pressure hose to the supplied fitting on the control
valve securely.

(See Owners Manual for Operating Instructions)

